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What's new in Paperless 2.0.2?
Here is what's new in Paperless 2.0.2:
Fixes
Resolved an issue that would result in crashes when making changes to or
conﬁguring reports.
Resolved an issue where closing a window before focus had been changed from the
current ﬁeld in the Details pane could result in loss of metadata.
Resolved an issue where control elements in Reports View (such as the View Options
button) were included in report printouts.
Resolved an issue that resulted in ﬁelds in the Details Pane not accepting input while
the integrated document viewer was open.
Resolved an issue where smart collection parameters using "is not" or "does not
contain" statements in reference to the Category or Subcategory ﬁelds would ignore
items where the ﬁeld referred to was empty.
Resolved an issue that resulted in tags and custom items not being copied to readonly (e.g. burned to CD) libraries.
Resolved a bug where Library Conﬁguration was shown for read-only (e.g. burned to
CD) libraries.
Resolved a bug where Paperless appeared to allow data entry for read-only (e.g.
burned to CD) libraries.
Resolved an issue where the amount ﬁeld at the bottom of the center pane included
values in the Amount ﬁeld for library items that the Amount ﬁeld is not assigned to
(under Library Conﬁguration).
Additional Changes
After importing a document, Paperless now selects the ﬁrst ﬁeld in the Details pane
(after a short delay).
After Recognize Text is run, Paperless will now select the ﬁrst ﬁeld available in
Details pane (after a short delay) if another document is not selected while

Recognize Text is running.
Added a pulldown menu in Library Conﬁguration (under Document Types) for the
user to set a preferred document type (OCR on import will still attempt to recognize/
set the document type as receipt).
Reenabled "Prompt for a Second Side" (under Preferences > Scanner).
For the Receipt document type, Paperless now displays "Merchant" for the Title ﬁeld.
Paperless 2 now shows the serial number of a serialized copy of Paperless 1 installed
on the same Mac.

